Rainbow of Hope
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Solo
All the things that I've been through
Have brought me to this place,
And I know that I am near my journey's end.
I am thirsty, tired and weary as I walk along,
Coming to this Rainbow of Hope.

Chorus (All)
Red for life, Green for peace of mind, Orange glory,
Yellow for the warmth in my heart.
Blue for love, joyful indigo. Violet's strength and power
Help me keep my eyes on this road.

Solo
I look up and I see a Rainbow in the sky
And the path leads up along its archway
Shining through the water clear a miracle of light
As I walk this Rainbow of Hope.

Chorus (All)

(Solo)
My heart is pumping madly, breath has almost gone,
My mind is racing to eternity.
My emotions feel the colours fit into my life,
As I walk this Rainbow of hope.

INSTRUMENTAL

Chorus (All)
Red for life, Green for peace of mind, Orange glory,
Yellow for the warmth ... in ... my heart.

(watch different note lengths and melody at the end!)